Key Stage 2 Geography St. John the Evangelist
National
curriculum
coverage

Map Work

*(LK) identify
the position and
significance of
latitude,
longitude,
Equator,
Northern
Hemisphere,
Southern
Hemisphere, the
Tropics of
Cancer and
Capricorn, Arctic
and Antarctic
Circle, the
Prime/Greenwich
Meridian and
time zones
(including day
and night)
* (S) use maps,
atlases, globes
and
digital/computer
mapping to
locate countries
and describe
features studied

Year

Unit of work
& concepts

space

scale

environment

Interconnections

Physical
and human
processes

Four

place

The River Nile
place

space

scale

environment

Interconnections

Physical
and human
processes

*(P) describe and
understand key
aspects of:
physical
geography,
including:
climate zones,
biomes and
vegetation belts,
rivers,
mountains,
volcanoes and
earthquakes,
and the water
cycle

Locational
knowledge (LK)

Key knowledge
Place Knowledge
Human (H) and
(PK)
physical (P)
geography

*Know about, name
and locate some of
the main islands that
surround the United
Kingdom. (LK)

Skills (S) and
fieldwork (F)
*Know how to find at
least six cities in the UK
on a map.(S)
*Know how to plan a
journey from my
town/city to another
place in England.
(F)

*Research to discover
features of villages,
towns and cities and
appreciate the
differences. (LK)

Assessment Statements
& recommendations

*Know where the equator,
Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of
Capricorn and the
Greenwich Meridian are on
a world map. (LK)
*Use maps and globes to
locate the equator, the
Tropics of Cancer and
Capricorn and the
Greenwich Meridian (S)
*Know what is meant by
the ‘tropics’ (LK)

Why is Stoke-on-Trent such a
cool place to live?

*Know why most cities are
situated by rivers.
*Know about the course of
a river.
*Name and locate many of
the world’s most famous
rivers. (P)

*Know why most cities are
located by a river (H/P)

What is a river?
Why is the River Nile so
important to Egypt?
Local River Study

Mountains
place

space

scale

environment

Interconnections

Physical
and human
processes

* (P) describe
and understand
key aspects of:
physical
geography,
including:
climate zones,
biomes and
vegetation belts,
rivers,
mountains,
volcanoes and
earthquakes,
and the water
cycle

*Know about, name and
locate many of the world’s
most famous mountain
regions (P)

*Know where the main
mountain regions are in
the UK

Why are mountains so
important?
The Roaches
The Peak District- Thorpe
Cloud Ilam

